Board Attendance: Tim Hoekstra, Sheila Chilson, Barry Kling, Bruce Buckles, Ray Eickmeyer, Jesus Hernandez, Kayla Down, Rick Hourigan  
Phone: Doug Wilson, Nancy Nash Mendez, Mike Beaver, Molly Morris, Brooklyn Holton, Senator Warnick, Kevin Abel  
Absent: Theresa Sullivan, Tyler Paris  

Public Attendance In Person: Caroline Tillier, John Schapman, Christal Eshelman, Dulcye Field, Deb Miller Charity Bergman, Clarice Nelson, Tamara Burns, Rachel Petro, Beck Demers, Kris Davis, Tessa Timmons, Ryan Stillman, Kathleen Nelson, Winnie Adams, Tamara Burns, Laurel Lee, Christine Quinata, Caitlin Safford, Andrea Bennett, Ken Sterner, Gwen Cox, Anne Crain, Linda Parlette  
Phone: Darlene Darnell, Laina Mitchell, Stacey Kellogg, Samantha Zimmerman  
Minutes: Teresa Davis

- Conflicts of Interest: None
- Public Comment: None
- Approval of Minutes: Ray Eickmeyer moved to approve October 2nd minutes as written, Sheila Chilson seconded the motion, no further discussion, motion passed
- Treasurer's Report – Sheila Chilson: Sheila went over the September financials broken in to SIM and Demonstration dollars. This is an interest bearing account, staff is unsure of the constraints Design dollars form the Demonstration related to collecting the interest on total funds – need to check with HCA on this. Jesus Hernandez moved to approve the September financial report as presented, Ray Eickmeyer seconded the motion, no further discussion, motion passed

Executive Director's Report – Linda Parlette:
- Each Board member received a card about her husband’s celebration of life.
- Have been interviewing candidates for the communications, policy and CHI connections position. Backgrounds are being checked will advise Board when decision has been made.
- Annual Meeting in December: Board Terms – Initial appointments are staggered. We need to make a decision on when the initial Board terms expire. Either on the date that the member was appointed to the board or at the annual meeting. Decided initial 1 year terms will expire this year in December and will need to be reappointed at the annual meeting. Discussion ensued, replacement of a leaving member will be finishing prior member’s term, then will be reappointed.
- Ray Eickmeyer moved to make the terms start and end in December at the annual meeting with the exception of resignations, Tim Hoekstra seconded the motion, clarification that sector appointees will also expire at this time, no further discussion, motion passed.

BHO Update – Tamara Burns:
- Less than two months until the BHO is dissolved, inventorying is still taking place
- Continue to work on Parkside - on target to be up and running by March 2018
- Will be working with ABHS about what else we can do with the extra space and what programs can be expanded.
- All staff is currently staying, 3 staff will be staying for an additional 3 months.
- Reserves will go back to DBHR, Tamara will look at the amount of that we are sending back, Judy Warnick asked Tamara to let her know what the amount it and what she could do to help.
- Suggestion to ABHS to come and present at a future board meeting
FIMC Update – Christal Eshelman
- Advisory committee is winding down, 1 advisory meeting left.
- Still have a couple of workgroups going, IT/EHR and Consumer Engagement.
- Early Warning System workgroup will continue through June of next year to monitor to the system.
- Okanogan will be transitioning to FIMC in 2019

Board Nomination – Barry Kling: Michelle Price from the NCESD.
- She will have a large impact on Social Determinants of Health
- Would like to keep Winnie’s replacement at NCESD (Cathy Meuret) involved in the NCACH.

Sheila Chilson moved to accept the nomination of Michelle Price to the NCACH Governing Board, Rick Hourigan seconded the motion, no further discussion, motion passed.

Program Manager Update - John Schapman
- November 16th Proposal: Close to 200+ pages; working with a copy editor for the final application to ensure consistency and language makes sense. Copy editor will receive document Thursday am, and send back to NCACH staff next Monday (leaving two days for final edits).
- Budget -
  - Project Management/Administration (contractors to work with partnering providers, administrative expenses from the ACH will come out of the Design funds, which are not allocated on this spreadsheet).
  - Provider Engagement, Participation, Implementation (specific to funds for WPCC, partnering providers, including planning and implementation beyond clinical – Pathways, care coordination organizations for any of the six projects, etc.).
  - Provider Performance, Quality Incentives (pay for performance metrics allocation, WPCC, etc.).
  - Health System & Capacity Building (reserved for partnering providers work on interoperability, IT structures, etc.).
- NCACH will continue to look at overall work as an overall budget, inclusive of SIM, integration incentives and Design Phase I and II dollars. It is not detailed in this way for the November application, but will continue to be discussed at the Board level in the approach taken thus far.
- After the November submission, there will be a 3-4 day process working with HCA for missed work to be included; following that, the first week of December and around Christmas, there will be a write back period to correct any weak sections.
- Preliminary Recommended Approaches for Target Populations – recognizing these are the broadest categories and populations, which will be refined ahead of the Supplemental Workbook to be turned in mid-2018; wanting the workgroups to look at the data and ensure these are the most appropriate.

Update on Tribal Resolutions – Molly Morris
- Included in the Packet, highlighting North Central and WA State resolutions, priorities and annual convention conversations.
- Molly offered to do a quarterly report recognizing Tribal new priorities, facilities and communications to date for the Board.

Websites to find more info: www.ncai.org www.colvilletribes.com www.atntribes.org
WPCC Update – Peter Morgan
We now have contracts with CSI and CCMI and they are onsite this week doing some planning and site visits with a few providers. Will have decisions around collaborative design within the next two months. They will also be helpful in proposal writing to make sure that our concepts align with the collaborative model.

Pathways Community HUB – Barry Kling: Barry went over the issues that we have been having in getting information on the Pathways HUB. The Board previously approved $25,000 to contract with Care Coordination Systems (CCS). There was some confusion as to whether Healthy Generations (HG) or CCS was the source of this package. Instead of giving us a contract, they want to come and sit with us for an intensive training session. We did get a proposal at the price of $75,000 from HG. CCS gave a proposal at the price tag of $40,000 which is essentially the first part of the HG contract. There is concern from ACH’s around the state that HG may not be equipped to handle this work. Barry’s previous email was sent out in favor of the larger proposal but with recent issues, he is more inclined to recommend contracting with CCS. Many Board Members do not feel comfortable authorizing a contract prior to getting a demo and more explanation of the deliverables. ***Note: Phone line was interrupted for about 10 minutes during this discussion, no votes were taken on this subject.

- Jesus suggested a technical meeting and Demo with CCS for what will be provided and what this looks like prior to signing an agreement
- CCS proposal: suggestion to amend #2 to not include specific health care providers; need to see more details around what is expected; Barry suggested to have a retreat of the Board/staff/CCS individuals with Demo, etc.
- Re-stated action (no motion needed): Engage CCS to do an in-person presentation for the NCACH Board on the software ahead of executing a contract, up to the prior-authorization of $25,000. Aim to get this done as soon as possible, without any changes to the November project proposal submission to the HCA.
- Group will start a list of questions including questions from IT people in their organizations for Bob Harnach, Kayla has a list already started from the MCO sector.

Sheila noted that Board members should make this presentation/retreat a priority on calendars.

Caitlin Safford from Amerigroup said that she has heard Bob Harnach’s presentation and suggested having Bob come in person for at least a two hour session vs. a webinar. Other ACH’s have paid his travel expenses.

Workgroup updates - John Schapman
- Transitional Care / Diversion and Opioid Workgroups had first meetings in November, next meetings will be scheduled in in December.

HIT/HIE Draft Charter – Caroline Tillier: Caroline reviewed the draft charter, this is in addition to the current IT EHR workgroup already established (which includes Behavioral Health Providers and MCO’s) This new group will include a lot of the same members and adding the primary care.

> Jesus Hernandez moved to approve the HIT/HIE Charter as written, Bruce Buckles seconded the motion, no further discussion, motion passed.

Focus group on addressing the Social Determinants of Health: We want to convene a focus group of those providers to explore how the demonstration can be supportive to social services organizations. More info to come on that.

Meeting adjourned and Board Members moved into an Executive Session at 3:27 by Barry Kling